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It gives me great pleasure to welcome you all to the Millennium Public
School. Millennium Public School has institutionalized ‘Seek, Share and
Serve’ as its motto for a continued search for knowledge and
information, and share the received wisdom with the community to
selflessly serve mankind. Every marble piece has within, certain
unwanted parts, needing to be chiseled out by its maker, before being
sculpted into a beautiful statue. Millennium over the past two decades is
in the pursuit of this noble mission to help mould blossoming minds. We
have diligently developed our academic philosophy by laying great
emphasis on the pursuit of knowledge, its application and skills to help in
its dissemination. Our underlying philosophy is to create new
benchmarks by incorporating new initiatives in the field of education
through modern and innovative teaching and learning methodologies.
Alpha knows no bounds in knowledge and realises the margin fades
forever and ever as it moves. But within its boundaries, the disseminated
knowledge embodies the spirit of inquiry, research and quality. Our
search is incessant, our service is ceaseless and our perseverance
untiring. Imparting right knowledge, enhancing wisdom and creating
distinctive individuals is our pursuit. Today we stand in the threshold of a
new era - an era empowered by ‘knowledge economy’. Even as we
prepare to ride the waves of change, our foundations are built on solid
rock, firmly anchored on strong life principles. Millennium prides itself in
not only being an institution imparting life’s latest know - how but also
instilling human core values. May God bless you. May His mighty hand
guide you in all your endeavors.
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Education is not preparation for life, education is life itself .Millennium
Public School concurs on the magnitude of this statement and strives to
impact the lives of the students under its fold with positive and
transforming learning experiences. The holistic intervention in education is
imperative at every growth phase of the student. We are thus constantly
striving to provide a conducive environment to create a balance in the
academic, emotional, spiritual, creative and physical development of
students. We believe that in today’s world where change is constant and
fast paced, we need to as educators, adapt to the continuous innovative
and improvised models and trends in education research. This helps us to
deliver quality of the highest standards and provide a firm foundation for
the holistic development of our students. The learning environment in the
classroom is also aimed at teachers being sensitive to the various needs of
the different learners, in particular to students with learning challenges and
slow learners. This provides an atmosphere where the learning interaction
inside & outside the classroom is done with a lot of understanding and
sensitivity. At Millennium we go the extra mile to delve into all the
developmental aspects of the student. We provide continuous training to
our staff in order that they may be agents of qualitative and holistic
transformation in the lives of the students who pass through the portals of
our institutions. Millennium Public School continuously strives for
excellence in the field of education by adopting the best practices from
around the globe and implementing innovation in our instructional practice
to provide an impetus and develop students to be worthy leaders and
citizens of our nation. Millennium’s journey of excellence and constant
endeavour to transform and shape the lives of our students, not singularly
in the pursuit of personal excellence but coupled with a social conscience.
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I have great joy in welcoming you to this esteemed institution. Diversity
implies growth; diversity has always been an inherent feature of the
Millennium Public School. Millennium Public School is a new venture
undertaken by the Millennium Educational Developement Society at the
most appropriate time. The channelised effort of the Millennium
Educational Developement Society in founding a school under the Central
Board of Secondary Education is to transform every child into a responsible
human being. There is a spark in every child’s mind. Millennium Public
School believes that this spark has to be transformed into a brilliance that
benefits not just the child but the society as well. Hence, we provide an
education that would develop all aspects of each individual student which
is relevant to his/her needs and which will prepare him/her for life and face
the challenges of the competitive world. Our students are encouraged to
participate to the fullest possible extent in the social, physical and cultural
activities of the school so that they may emerge as self-disciplined,
responsible and well adjusted citizens, capable of playing an active and
positive role in modern society. Our school is strengthened by very
supportive parents who are actively involved in all aspects of their
children’s education. We are very proud of our history, our values, our
outstanding facilities and the high standards achieved by our students.
Wishing you all good luck
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MILLENNIUM
PUBLIC

SCHOOL

Millennium Public School is located at Nagar
Untari, Garhwa, Jharkhand. The School is a Co-
educational institution pursuing academic
brilliance and all-round excellence. The school
stands for fortitude and discipline, honing the
skills involved in academics, sports and co-
curricular activities. Our aim is to build citizens,
India will be proud of.
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PRE PRIMARY

The Pre-Primary section of Millennium Public School Comprises of
Nursery, Lower and Upper Kindergarten (LKG and UKG). Early
childhood education serves as the foundation for all future
Learning. A home away from home with a hygienic environment for
the young ones, Millennium Public School is a wonderful world of
fun and learning. We plan and create acivities that help growing
chldren in developing learning abilities. At Millennium Public
School we provide an enlightening and safe environment where
children enjoy playing and learning. It is the period of learning. We
focuses on the development milestones in the areas of cognitive,
Linguistic, creative, social and physical development.
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PRIMARY & MIDDLE 
 

The primary School program encourages inquiry and exploration
and develops children’s competence in various skills –reading,
writing, listening, speaking, problem solving observing through
activities project and worksheet. Our educational program is trans-
disciplinary, thus helping student to coo-relate with the real world
scenario.
The middle school program is laid on building up the structured,
student centered and enquiry based foundation laid at the primary
level. At this stage student explore a wide variety of interest and
experience. The curriculum is based keeping Science, Mathematics,
English, S.ST fluids . We offer our students a well- balanced
program that provide a stimulating academic, environment,
exposure to arts & culture as well as promotes physical activity and
a healthy life style. Co-curricular activities are incorporated into
academic time table as per CBSE guidelines.
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SECONDARY &
SR.SECONDARY 

 

We now prepare the students to face the upcoming challenge of
academics, help in the development of an able body and lay the
foundation of a solid carrier. The objective is to inculcate Self-
learning skills, which is an essential for success in secondary
school. The curriculum is research oriented and learning
opportunities are provided through worksheet in the classroom and
by extra class and small group discussion time.
The Senior Secondary School is the logical extension of the
principles of the MILLENNIUM PUBLIC SCHOOL that begin in the
first program. It is devoted to educating the individual in
independent thought and ethical action. Besides focusing on
academic achievements, education at MPS encourages personal
resourcefulness, intellectual insight and social responsibility.
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Infrastructure & Co-Curricular
Activities

Library

The School library is the hub of
intellectual activities and is rich in
reading material and reference
resources, which provide information
and ideas that are fundamental to
functioning successfully in today’s
information and knowledge-based
society

COMPUTER LAB
 

Computer classes in schools are
important for well-rounded education.
Students are instructed on the basics
of computer use as early as Class I.
Educational software is presented in a
game-like format to entertain the
younger students while they learn key
concepts. 
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Math Lab

Math Lab provides opportunity for
children to enjoy Mathematics,
understand its basic structure, pose
and solve meaningful problems. It
enables the student to learn
Mathematics with the help of
concrete objects and to exhibit its
relatedness with everyday life. 

PHYSICS LAB

The marvels of science can be
experienced practically by the
students in the state-of-the-art
laboratories for Physics, Chemistry
and Biology. Extensive use of
technology is made in the laboratories
for research purpose as well as for
refining and deepening the
understanding of the concepts
through practical application. The
laboratories are well-equipped with
apparatus , latest reference books as
well as high quality science journals .
Working models and educational
charts in the lab are of great
assistance in making the science
lessons meaningful.
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Chemistry Lab 

he laboratories are well-equipped
with apparatus , latest reference
books as well as high quality
science journals . Working models
and educational charts in the lab
are of great assistance in making
the science lessons meaningful
We hold simulations and sessions
to challenge the intellect of the
students and make the learning
process all the more exciting..

BIOLOGY LAB

The marvels of science can be
experienced practically by the
students in the state-of-the-art
laboratories for Physics, Chemistry
and Biology. Extensive use of
technology is made in the laboratories
for research purpose as well as for
refining and deepening the
understanding of the concepts
through practical application. The
laboratories are well-equipped with
apparatus , latest reference books as
well as high quality science journals .
Working models and educational
charts in the lab are of great
assistance in making the science
lessons meaningful.
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ART AND CRAFT

In our Art & Craft classes our
students are taught a variety of
skills like - creativity, confidence,
cisual learning, decision making,
perseverance, collaboration and
accountability

SPORTS

Inclusion of games in our curriculum
of studies is, very important for the
physical & mental wellbeing of our
students. 

DANCE AND MUSIC

Dance education aids the
development of kinesthetic
intelligence, creating opportunities
for self-expression and
communication .
The music classes in our school
serves as a platform for creating tiny
musicians of all genres and skill
levels. It enables them to learn
vocals, rhythm and pitch in singing
and to use instruments like keyboard,
drums and guitar. It also helps to
showcase their talent at various
events in inter school and intra
school competitions
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ADMISSION PROCESS
 Admissions are open for Classes Nursery ,Class IX and Class XI Science, and

Commerce streams.
We request all to follow the following procedure for admission 
1.Registration : Registration forms are available at the school during office
hours . The registration form should be duly filled and the completed form is
to be submitted in school office during office hours.
2. Admission Test : Admission test is a must, irrespective of whether there is
vacancy in a particular class a not. For limited seats, the admission shall be
granted on the basis of the performance in the admission test on merit basis.
Please note that performance in the admission test helps us understand the
child in various aspects and helps us in counselling and grooming the child
accordingly.
3. Individual Session with the Principal : Following the admission test, the
Principal of the School shall meet each candidate individually along with
respective parents/guardian to discuss important aspects of child's
admission and in case of higher classes, counselling of the child with regards
to the stream/subjects he/she should take up.
4. Interaction of the Parents with the Principal : Interaction of the parents
with the principal shall be alone at the same time while the student is writing
his/he Admission Test
5. Admission Forms : Once the steps 1 to 4 is complete the parents are
requested to duly fill the admission forms and submit the same along with
relevant documents as required by the school.

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED AT THE TIME OF ADMISSION: 
 Self-Attested Copy of the Birth Certificate 
 Proof of Residence Address – Aadhar Card /Passport/Electricity Bill/Ration

Card /Voter ID 
 Photocopy of Child’s Aadhar Card – Original to be shown School Leaving

Certificate (Class KG onwards) 
 Latest Report Card of the last school attended (Class KG onwards) 

Note : Minimum Age (as on March 31 of Admission Year): Nursery - 2.5 years,
LKG - 3.5 years and UKG - 4.5 years. Applicants will be considered for admission
to school in all classes on first cum first served basis .
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ACADEMIC YEAR AND TIMINGS

All students following the admission process shall be provided with Millennium
Public School Calendar with details of holidays.

School Timings
Winter:  8:45 AM to 2:15 PM 
Summer: 6:30 AM to 11:45 AM

Office Hours               

08:25a.m. to 04:00p.m. (Monday to Friday) 
Alternate Saturdays: 08:25a.m. to 03:00p.m.

Visiting Hours to meet the Principal 

09:30a.m. to 11:00p.m. At other times by prior appointment only. 
 

Academic Sessions:  April to March

School Uniform

Summer: Shirt, Pants, Belt- Boys

 Shirt, Skirt, Belt- Girls

Winter:

Sweaters and blazers are compulsory during winters

ALMANAC
The school provides Almanac to each student, in which the yearly plan of all the
activities along with other relevant information is given in detail. It is expected
that all the students and parents read the almanac thoroughly. Students are
expected to use the almanac for taking down their home assignments.
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MILLENNIUM PUBLIC SCHOOL
Nagar Untari,Garhwa-822121,Jharkhand

Website:www.millenniumschool.co.in
Contact No:9534163899,8051046402
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